
The Lunar Bamboo Greenhouse 
Congratulations for being chosen to be a NASA HUNCH Finalist for Design and Prototyping.  Know that 
there were a lot of very good teams with great ideas competing for these spaces.  Being a Finalist means 
you are already a winner.  There is not a 1st, 2nd, or 3rd place—there are only Finalists.  Although HUNCH 
would like to have all of these projects turned into flight hardware, most won’t make it that far.  
However, some of these ideas may inspire other hardware and equipment.  This is like real engineering 
where any of the projects or ideas in a project that are deemed valuable to NASA could be incorporated 
into another project.  NASA has no intention of taking or stealing ideas.  HUNCH has every intention to 
keep your names attached to those projects so that you and your team retain credit for your ideas and 
efforts.  In general, NASA does not seek patents on space hardware unless there is a use for it on the 
ground that could be valuable.   

Suggestions for the Final Design Review 

Houston in the middle of April is warm and humid.  The building is air conditioned but there will be lots 
of people.  Rain is possible. 

• Look professional.   
• Everyone on the team should plan to talk. 
• Update your brochure with you latest prototype and information. 
• Make sure your QR code works for everyone. 
• Update your tri-fold with your latest information—less about early concepts, more about 

features. 
• The better your model looks, the less you have to say. 
• Take a video of everything working well so if it fails when you arrive, you can still show 

functionality. 
• You will be sharing a table with another team.  Make sure your display will not take up more 

than half of a 6 ft x 2ft table.  There will be some tables with power and some without.  We will 
try to give priority to those who need it for the presentation—video. 

Suggestions for The Lunar Bamboo Greenhouse 

• Start your discussion with why bamboo makes a good potential plant for the moon. 
• Make sure your model has a good representation for air flow, lighting, water path, stored water, 

entrance. 
• Bring pictures of your bamboo and your data—not your bamboo.   
• How could you repurpose space for growing other or additional plants, ie. Vegetables? 
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GROWING BEDS 
The growing beds were filled with
sterilized regolith. This regolith was
layered in large and small pieces of
sterile gravel. The vertical growing is in a
trough that allows for drainage. The
horizontal growing beds are on a
drainage stand and allows for 2 plants
per structure.

In both designs, the water source is
above so that gravity could help with the
flow of water. A switch is built into the
irrigation system for when the flow of
water needs to be cut off. The drip
irrigation technique was used in both
designs.
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Below is a QR Code linked to our
website that goes into much more

depth and detail about our progress on
the project.

CAD / 3D MODEL

TEAM

PREPARING BAMBOO 
First, all the dirt needed to be removed
from the roots of the bamboo. Then, the
the roots needed to be cut in order to fit
in their growing beds. They were then
placed in the sterilized regolith, and
finally, fertilized and watered.

LIGHTING

Northview HS
Lunar Bamboo

Greenhouse

nhslunarbamboogreenhouse.weebly.com

10625 Parsons Rd, Duluth, GA 30097 

For the vertical growing of bamboo, the
lighting would be top-down. For the
horizontal growing, the lighting would be
from the side. The testing room needed
to block out all other external lighting
that could affect the results of the
testing process.

Rishaan Ajmera, Yash Aravind, Nathan
Clough, Joshua Do, Daniel Feingold,
Cyrus Mohtaj, Gavin Valentino, Renee
Zhu, and our advisor, Mr. Paul Platt

Final design for horizontal growing (top
left).  Draining Stand for horizontal
growing (top right).  Lunar Dome with
some components (bottom left).  3D
printed dome for the model (bottom
right).

http://nhslunarbamboogreenhouse.weebly.com/
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